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The Industrial Placement Program is a mandatory program that the Universitas Multimedia 
Nusantara Hotel Operations Program students must do. The writer took the Industrial 
Placement Program in the Housekeeping Department at UMN Dormitory started from July 
7th until October 23rd, 2020. The purpose of this Industrial Placement Program is to increase 
practicum skills and to gain experience in the real industry. Due to the pandemic COVID-19 
that came to Indonesia in March 2020, the writer is getting difficulty finding hotels that are 
open for the trainee to do the industrial placement. So, the writer chose to do an Industrial 
Placement Program in UMN Dormitory. Doing the Industrial Placement Program at UMN 
Dormitory, the writer learns about cleaning resident rooms and public areas. Also, the writer 
learns about sweeping, mopping, dusting, brushing, spotting, scrubbing, etc. The writer had 
a problem when doing the Industrial Placement Program at UMN Dormitory, such as 
difficulty to adapt to the new environment. However, the writer is managed to adapt to the 
new environment by getting along with the staff, supervisor, and manager. This industrial 
placement report is written as part of fulfillment in the course curriculum. The writer hopes 
that this report can help the next batch as a resource when doing the Industrial Placement 
Program 
 









Apart from the writer efforts, the success of this Industrial Placement Program depends 
largely on the encouragement and guidelines of many others. The writer takes this 
opportunity to express the writer gratitude to the people who have been instrumental in the 
completion of the program and this report document, which took around four months to 
finish. 
The writer would like to say thank you to Mr. Fahreza Egiansyah, the external supervisor at 
UMN Dormitory, and the CSO staff at UMN Dormitory, who have taught me patiently about 
the basic system used in the department. Also, the writer other trainee friends, whose informal 
discussion can be a guidance for the entire duration of the Industrial Placement Program. 
The writer cannot say thank you enough for the tremendous support and help from the writer 
Industrial Placement Program coordinator, Miss Septi Fahmi Choirisa, M.Par, and the writer 
Industrial Placement advisor Mr. Anton Harianto, M.M, who came for mentoring the writer 
performance in the UMN Dormitory. Thank you to the writer classmates who always keep 
in contact even though we are four months apart. Without encouragement, this report would 
be hard to be materialized. 
The never-ending support received from God and the writer family members, mom, dad, 
brother, and little brother are also very vital for the success of this industrial placement 
project. 
Hopefully, the writer hopes that this report can be useful for the next batch at Universitas 
Multimedia Nusantara, Hotel Operations Program. The writer hopes that the next batch of 
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